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1. Abstract

This study looks at intonational phrasing patterns in read speech produced by third language (L3) learners of German who speak Cantonese as the first language (L1) and English as the second language (L2). Acoustic analyses of recordings from 15 L3 learners and 10 native German speakers revealed that intonational phrasing in L3 German was different from that of natives in that 1) L3 learners produced shorter intonational phrases (IP), a few of which were semantically or syntactically incomplete. 2) IP boundary in L3 speech was mainly realized as pause and pitch reset, whereas IP boundary realization in native production was more variegated. 3) Learners used low boundary tones in both continuation and finality statements, while natives adopted high/mid boundary tones for continuation. The study gains insights from and extends the recently developed L2 Intonation Learning theory and offers a multidimensional explanation for phonological acquisition from a third language acquisition perspective.

2. Introduction

Intonational phrase (IP), sometimes referred to as breath group, tone unit, or phonological phrase, is a basic unit in prosody that conveys one piece of information. What is interesting about IP is that it represents an interface of syntax, phonology and discourse. Phonologically, an IP has a complete intonation contour containing at least one nuclear accent and ending with a boundary tone [1]. Semantically, an IP must satisfy the Sense Unit Condition of modifier–head or argument–head relation [2]. Syntactical constituents such as clauses and phrases are also found to partially overlap with IP boundaries [3]. In discourse, tonal contours in IP convey various attitudes in a language-specific way [4], and IP boundary placement serves a disambiguation function [5]. Proper phrasing that chunks the meaning into sense units is vital to achieve communicational purposes [6], whereas a misplacement of IP boundary or an erroneous phonetic implementation of IP not only contributes to foreign accent but also hinders speech intelligibility. Notably, the production of intonational phrases is notoriously hard even for experienced non-native speakers. There have been impressionistic observations describing English IPs produced by Chinese or Cantonese learners as “flat and boring” [7] and those produced by German learners as impolite [8], as well as findings revealing that English speakers divided utterances into too many IPs and applied an overly dynamic pitch movement in L2 German production [9].

Despite sporadic relevant studies in L2 acquisition, until today, no attempt has been made to investigate L3 intonation acquisition, which motivates the present study, aiming at presenting intonational phrasing characteristics of L3 German narrations produced by learners speaking Cantonese as L1 and English as L2. Different from German and English that use pitch height and movement in intonation, Cantonese mainly uses sentence-final particles and strictly localized boundary tone for questions [10]. The contrast in L1 and L3 and similarity in L2 and L3 in intonation made it possible to look into the source of transfer in third language acquisition. To further interpret L3 production, this study adopts the framework of L2 Intonation Learning theory (LIL) [11]. According to LIL, cross-linguistic comparison could be made from four dimensions: 1. Systemic/phonological dimension is concerned with the distribution of categorical elements (e.g. pitch accents, boundary phenomena and prosodic words) in languages. 2. Realizational dimension compares the phonetic realization of such elements in different languages. For instance, it explains cross-linguistic variation in the use of pitch scale, pitch contour and the alignment of nuclear peak. 3. Semantic dimension is related to the use of phonological elements to convey meaning. For example, focus can be signaled by pitch accent in some languages but by word order in others. 4. Frequency dimension describes the occurrence of phonological primitives, as languages may have the same inventory of pitch accent types but differ in the frequency of using each type.

3. Methods

3.1. Speakers

Non-native acoustic data were taken from 15 undergraduates at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (7 male, 8 female) aged between 20 and 26 (mean 22.3). They were native Cantonese speakers highly proficient in L2 English whose German proficiency was B1 (intermediate) level in European Framework. The subjects were paid for their participation. To set reference, the study extracted native readings of the same material from the Neuerhebung Corpus developed by REDE-project [12]. The native speakers were young adults from Berlin, Dresden, Augsburg, and Neubrandenburg, where the Northern Standard German (“Hochdeutsch”) is spoken.

3.2. Procedure

The L3 learners were recorded individually reading the German Nordwind und Sonne (“North wind and the Sun”) passage in a quiet room. Reading task rather than spontaneous speaking task was used to allow for clearer comparison, because intonational phrasing shows less variability in read speech, while in spontaneous speech it is often influenced by non-phonological factors such as mental speech planning. To ensure fluency of the read speech, subjets took time to familiarize themselves with the reading material and were allowed to make multiple attempts. Speech data were recorded at 44 kHz and then transferred to a computer for acoustic analysis. The software Praat [13] was used for labeling and measurement. A sound sequence was marked as an intonational phrase when there were a nucleus and a following pause, which were the major two phonetic correlates for IP [14]. F0 and speech rate were measured automatically using Praat scripts. The extracted F0 data for each speaker were normalized using z-scores. For comparison between L3 learners and native speakers, T-tests were done in the analysis of mean lengths of IP, mean numbers of IP, number of each boundary markers, speech rate variations; frequencies of boundary tones were compared by...
Chi-square test; and SS-ANOVA was used to analyze IP intonation.

4. Results

4.1. The division of IP

As shown in Table 1, L3 learners divided utterances into significantly more intonation phrases so that each phrase contained fewer words. The average length of IPs produced by L3 group was shorter than that of natives, t(22.7) = 2.4, p < .05, and the average number of IPs produced by L3 learners were higher than that of natives, t(23.0) = -2.5, p < .05.

Table 1. The mean lengths (in words) and mean numbers of intonational phrases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of IP</th>
<th>Number of IP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A high correspondence between intonational phrase and syntactic constituents was substantiated in the current speech data. Table 2 presents the relation between common IP-inducing syntactic structures and the actual IPs produced by over 50% of speakers from their corresponding groups. In both L3 and native speech, sentences and clauses were the most common IP, followed by parenthetical structure, adjuncts and complements. Native speakers showed slightly higher consistency, reaching an agreement of 86.4%, and the figure was 79.4% for learner group.

Table 2. Grammatical structures of intonational phrases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Learners</th>
<th>Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sentence</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subordinate clause</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coordinate clause</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parenthetical structure</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverbial adjunct</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP adjunct</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP complement</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About 7.4% of IPs produced by L3 learners were considered as ungrammatical, for native German speakers did not produce such kind of phrases. One type of non-target IP included mere functional categories such as “dass (that)”, “je mehr (the more)”, and “der (the)”. Subjects produced them in one individual IP with a nuclear stress, whereas natives never assigned stress on such words or produce them as an isolated IP. Another type of ungrammaticality arose from German separable verbs. Such verbs can have prefixes that are separated from the stem and placed at sentence end. For example, the original verb ausziehen was divided into 2og (past form for ziehen) and aus in the IP “2og der Wanderer seinen Mantel aus (the walker took off his coat)”. L3 learners tended to place an IP boundary after 2og, resulting in “2og// der Wanderer seinen Mantel aus”. Such truncation of a verb was syntactically illegal and was not found in native speech.

4.2. Boundary markers

Cruttenden [15] has proposed four criteria for phonetic specifications of IP boundary in English, which were pause, pitch reset, final lengthening, and anacrusis. Since the German IP boundary implementation is similar to English [16], the criteria suggested by Cruttenden were used in the present study. Specifically, a silent period over 200ms was considered a perceptible pause; pitch reset was identified by an increase of F0 at IP initial after F0 declination in the previous IP; final lengthening included cases where the last syllable had longer duration than others in that IP; and anacrusis was determined by a shortening of duration and a lowering of F0 of unstressed syllables before the first stressed syllable. Figure 1 shows that pause and pitch reset were the most common ways to mark an IP boundary in both L3 learner and native groups. In contrast, anacrusis and final lengthening appeared less often in L3 production than in native production. There were significant group differences in the frequencies of anacrusis, t(13.9) = 5.3, p < .001, and final lengthening, t(15.3) = 2.6, p < .05.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

The low occurrence of anacrusis and final lengthening at L3 IP boundaries is related to inadequacies of using speech tempo variation in L3 speech. Speech rate data were measured with the Praat script developed by de Jong and Wempe [17] which calculates speech rate generated by automatic syllable counting. Compared with natives, the L3 speakers showed lower speech rates (3.18 vs. 2.89), t(380.0) = 8.8, p < .001 and lower speech rate standard deviations (0.69 vs. 0.84), t(12.8) = 2.7, p < .05, suggesting that L3 learners spoke slowly with little speech rate variation (Figure 2). Thus the overall lack of speech rate variation as a whole could be one of the reasons for the inadequacy of anacrusis and final lengthening in L3 speech.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

In addition to the more pauses at boundary, the pauses lasted longer in L3 speech than in native speech (Figure 2). T-test found that the mean durations of all pauses between IPs produced by L3 speakers were significantly longer than IPs produced by native speakers, t(431.34) = 2.9132, p < .01. This might be a corollary of the general slower speech rate in non-native production.
4.3. Boundary tones

The boundary tones were categorized into high (H%), mid (M%) and low (L%). Table 3 shows that L% was dominant in both native and L3 speech, in accord with the narrative style of the reading material. This was unsurprising as falling tone was the default type for statements across languages.

Table 3. Boundary tone inventory produced by L3 and native groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H%</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>38.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M%</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>18.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L%</td>
<td>59.10</td>
<td>52.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, a subdivision of statements into continuation and finality statements revealed a divergence of L3 speech from native speech. Table 4 shows the continuation IP and finality IP produced by L3 learners and natives. A Chi-square test of independence was performed to compare the frequency of boundary tone types in L3 and native groups. Learners exhibited a preference for L% in continuation IPs compared to German natives $\chi^2(2) = 34.96, p < .001$. As for finality IP, the percentage of each boundary tone did not differ between groups, $\chi^2(2) = 2.54, p > .05$.

Table 4. Frequencies of boundary tones in continuation IP (C) and finality IP (F)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. F0 analysis of IP

The above difference in boundary tones were further illustrated in Figure 3, presenting the entire intonation contour of IPs produced by an L3 speaker and a native speaker. In the continuation IP “ab er je mehr er blies (but the more it blew)”, F0 at “blies” was low in the L3 speaker’s production (top-left), whereas it was high in the German native speaker’s production (top-right). While in finality IP “dass die Sonne von ihnen beiden der Stärkere war (that the sun is the stronger of the two)”, the F0 at “war” was low in both L3 (bottom-left) and native (bottom-right) productions. This was not an individual but a group phenomenon which can be directly observed from Figure 4 that displays smoothing splines of the intonation contours with 95% Bayesian confidence intervals of the total 6 native and 6 nonnatives continuation IPs (top) and 4 native and 7 nonnative finality IPs (bottom) with the same lexical contents as those in Figure 3. It is clearly seen that the native group raised the pitch while L3 group lowered the pitch at the end of continuation IP. In contrast, the pitch contours for both L3 and native groups converged on a low pitch in the finality case.

Within IP, the pitch ranges in L3 speech were smaller than in native speech. F0 maximum and minimum values for each IP were extracted by Xu’s ProsodyPro [18], a large-scale Praat script for systematic prosodic analysis. Then F0 ranges of all IPs produced every speaker were calculated. It could be seen from Figure 5 that L3 subjects showed more variability in F0 range and their F0 range values were higher than those of natives. T-test provided further support for L3 subjects having smaller F0 range than natives, $t(21) = 2.7213, p < .05$. This suggested smaller pitch movements within L3 intonational phrases, which could render learners’ productions monotonous.
5. Discussion

A satisfactory explanation for non-native speech variation requires a systematic cross-linguistic comparison of native and the target language. Following LILIT, the present study analyzed the observed phenomena by comparing the target language (L3 German) with background languages (L1 Cantonese and L2 English) in systemic, realizational, semantic and frequency dimensions.

In systematic dimension, intonational phrasing is quite congruent in learners’ target language as well as background languages, being syntactically conditioned in all of three languages concerned. In English and German, IP boundaries coincide with the right edge of root and embedded clauses, sentence adverbials, parallel structure, parentheticals and topicalized elements [3], [19]–[21]. Likewise, an IP sets off a phrase, a clause or a sentence in Cantonese [22]. This similarity of IP inventory and distribution is reflected in speech data where most of L3 and native IPs contained similar syntactic structures. In occasional cases, syntactical structures in German and other languages do not have one-to-one relation, and such structural differences resulted in non-target phrasing. The unique German separable verb prefix occurring at the end of a sentence such as “aus-“ does not have correspondence in English and Cantonese, thus incurring erroneous boundary placement. Functional categories in English and German do not stand alone as an IP because they do not receive stress, whereas Cantonese assign equal stress to both lexical and functional categories. Therefore, producing the single relative pronoun “dass” with stress in a single IP should originate from Cantonese stress pattern.

The realizational dimension explains the phonetic specifications of IP boundary and the intonation within IP. Both German and English realize IP boundary mainly by pause, pitch reset, final lengthening, and anacrusis [15] [16]. In comparison, final lengthening and anacrusis are not realized in Cantonese IP boundary, because Cantonese mainly uses pitch span resetting and pausing to mark IP boundary [22]. Therefore, although L3 learners applied all of the four cues in boundary realization, final lengthening and anacrusis did not occur as often as in native production, for those two cues are absent from their native language Cantonese. In addition, pitch movement is the main phonetic cue for intonation in English and German, whereas pitch movement has much less intonational load in Cantonese, a language that expresses phrase edges by boundary tones and particles. Due to the lack of pitch movement for intonation in L1, and the third language speakers did not adopt enough falls and rises in German IP, resulting in smaller pitch ranges within each IP.

The choice of boundary tones in expressing meanings falls into the semantic domain. Whereas rising [23]–[25] or level tone [4] are often used in German statements, falling tone is the default in English [16] and Cantonese [22] statements. This difference was evidenced in the L3 data where superfluous low boundary tones in continuation statements were observed. Apart from meaning deviance, meaning integrity was another problem in L3 speech. According to the Sense Unit Condition, an IP should form a complete sense unit, whose components are either in modifier–head or in argument–head relation [2]. IPs containing only functional categories violated Sense Unit Condition, so they were nonexistent in native utterances. In contrast, those IPs were produced by L3 learners, who tended to partition long sentences into more and shorter phrases, oftentimes yielding ungrammaticality or incompleteness of information.

Lastly, it is observed that the four phonetic cues were more evenly distributed in native production than in L3 production, while L3 learners leaned towards non-temporal cues to mark IP boundary. This is related to the frequency of using temporal cues in target and background languages. As a typical syllable-timed language, Cantonese seldom uses strong-weak alternation or temporal variation, whereas stress-timed languages like German and English often vary the durations of syllables to realize stress [26]. Hence temporal cues occur more frequently in L2 and L3, but less frequently in L1, and therefore, the infrequent occurrence of anacrusis and final lengthening at IP boundary might be L1-induced.

The four dimensional comparison suggests that L3 learners’ intonational phrasing patterns are mainly L1-influenced. In spite of the resemblance English and German intonation and years of training in English, the speakers’ native language Cantonese still exerts strong influences on L3 intonation.

6. Conclusion

The present study evaluated the third language intonational phrasing in read speech produced by 15 intermediate learners of German with L1 Cantonese and L2 English. Acoustic analyses comparing L3 learners with native speakers found that L3 speakers produced more and shorter IPs, a small portion of which did not constitute a full sense group. Subjects did not employ flexible phonetic cues at IP boundaries nor abundant pitch dynamics to the same extent as natives did. In L3 intonation, no distinction was made between IPs with continuation and with finality implications, the latter being marked by a high or level boundary tone in native German production. The comparison between background languages and the target language suggests a strong influence from the first language Cantonese in L3 production of IP. By adopting LILIT, the present study offers a tentative theoretical explanation for L3 production and hopes to shed light on L3 phonological acquisition.
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